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Abstract

The main methods used by many educators and psychologists for the correction of emotional sphere of preschool children are the forms of art and creative activities accessible to preschoolers, in other words, art therapy. The present study includes three main stages. The diagnostic stage of our experimental study aims at diagnosing the emotional sphere of six-year-old preschoolers with mental development delay. The development stage includes the employment of the program “Our Emotions”. The control stage consists in the secondary diagnostics of the emotional sphere development of preschoolers under study. The study shows that art therapy can be successfully used in relation to emotional sphere as well as self-esteem level in preschool children with mental development delay. Therefore, correction programs including art therapy elements for senior preschoolers have a unique potential for their correctional-developmental education. This method gives the child opportunities for self-revelation and self-realization, and also creates necessary conditions for a specialist for diagnosing and correcting the child’s emotional state. The experiment conducted shows that senior preschoolers with mental development delay have significant difficulties in realizing and expressing their emotions as well as insufficient skills at controlling their own emotional states. Using art therapy elements and methods in the correctional work will contribute to the successful overcoming of deficiencies in emotional sphere in senior preschoolers with mental development delay.
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1. **Introduction**

The study of emotional sphere in the presence of different types of mental development delay, when emotional deficiencies are some of the most important impairments, has recently become increasingly relevant (Rotar, 2016; Semenaka, 2014; Kislyakov, 2017; Almazova et al., 2017). The inadequacy of emotional reactions of preschoolers with mental development delay to actual events is often the major obstacle to their successful interpersonal interaction with children of the same age and adults. And, it determines social isolation of preschoolers with mental development delay (Kolosova, 2016; Vygotsky, 2006; Zaporozhec, 2007).

The main methods used by many educators and psychologists (Kopytin, 2014; Kiseleva, 2014; Krasnyj, 2015; Kolyagina, 2016; Kislyakov et al., 2017) for the emotional sphere correction in preschool children are forms of art and creative activity accessible to preschoolers, in other words, art therapy.

Art in corrective work for developing preschoolers’ emotional sphere is used not as a full reflection of reality, but as a means of self-expression, reducing emotional tension and developing the recognition skills of emotions. Therefore, the problems of the emotional sphere development in senior preschoolers with mental development delay using art therapy elements are relevant and have a significant practical interest.

2. **Problem Statement**

Senior preschoolers with mental development delay have significant difficulties in realizing and expressing their emotions as well as insufficient skills at controlling their own emotional states. Efficiency of the usage of art therapy elements and methods in corrective work aimed at overcoming deficiencies in the emotional sphere development in senior preschoolers with mental development delay have not yet been studied adequately.

3. **Research Questions**

1. What are the methods of efficient diagnostics of the emotional sphere state in senior preschoolers with mental development delay?

2. What constitutes an efficient program of corrective lessons including art therapy elements and methods for developing emotional sphere in six-year-old preschool children with mental development delay?

3. How efficient is the art therapy method for developing emotional sphere in preschool children with mental development delay?

4. **Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of the experiment is to study the influence of art therapy on the emotional sphere development in senior preschoolers with mental development delay.

5. **Research Methods**

The following research methods were used in the study:
1. Observation of senior preschoolers with mental development delay in the process of productive and creative activities, everyday routines and playing activities.

2. The questionnaire method for educators, specialists and parents of the senior preschoolers with mental development delay.

3. Psycho-diagnostic methods:
   - The methodology “Emotional Faces”, developed by N.Y. Semago.
   - The methodology “Emotional Identification”, developed by E.I. Izotova.
   - The methodology “Drawing an Imaginary Animal”, developed by M.Z. Drukarevich.
   - The methodology “Evaluate and Show Other People’s Emotions”, developed by G.A. Uruntayeva, Y.A. Afonkina

4. Correlation analysis using the t-test.

The study procedure:

The study was conducted from December, 2016 till March, 2017 at the State Budgetary Social Service Institution “Chekhov Social and Rehabilitation Centre for Children “Aistenok”. In this centre, special education teachers worked on correcting mental development problems in preschool and school children with disabilities, including mental development delay.

The study included three main stages: diagnostic, development and control. The diagnostic stage of our experimental study aimed at primary diagnostics of the emotional sphere development of six-year-old preschoolers with mental development delay. The development stage included developing and using the program “Our Emotions”. The control stage consisted in secondary diagnostics of the emotional sphere development of the preschoolers participating in the experiment.

30 six-year-old preschool children with mental development delay took part in the experimental study. 15 subjects (8 girls and 7 boys) constituted the experimental group, and the other 15 children (7 girls and 8 boys) constituted the control group of participants.

6. Findings

Diagnostics of the experimental group of six-year-old preschool children with mental development delay during the summative stage of the experiment showed the following results: the experimental group of pre-school children with mental development delay was characterized by a low level of emotional development.

![Figure 01. Levels of emotional sphere development of the six-year-old children from the experimental group (results of the secondary diagnostics, %)](image-url)
A high level of emotional sphere development was found only in one six-year old child.

A medium level of emotional sphere development was found in eight children from the experimental group.

Emotional sphere of this subgroup of the experimental group of the preschool children with mental development delay could be characterized as follows.

On the whole the children perceived all the basic human emotions (joy, anger, fear) correctly. But when assessing the emotional states of people on the photographs they often mixed up boundary emotional states (e.g. joy and surprise, shame and sadness, anger and disgust).

When trying to describe emotional states verbally they did it in a very superficial manner, often limited to words like “is happy”, “is crying”, or “is angry”.

The most difficult emotional state to perceive for this category of senior preschoolers was surprise, as well as disgust and anger.

Besides that, results of the diagnostics of the six-year-old preschoolers of the experimental group showed a low level of emotional sphere development – 6 preschoolers.

In this category of the senior preschoolers the emotional sphere was significantly behind that of the other children of the same age, including children with mental development delay.

The diagnostics of the emotional sphere of the control group preschoolers resulted in the conclusion that their emotional sphere development level was somewhat higher than that of the experimental group preschoolers.

**Figure 02.** Levels of emotional sphere development of the six-year-old children from the control group, %

Using the special program with art therapy elements of the emotional sphere correction with the experimental group of the senior preschoolers with mental development delay showed that such correctional lessons have not only a direct therapeutic impact on perception and emotional communication of the children with mental development delay, on their attitude to themselves and other people, to situations making them anxious in their everyday lives, but also on their own positive attitude to the world.
Figure 03. Comparative characteristics of the development level of emotional sphere of the experimental group of the senior preschoolers with mental development delay at the diagnostic and control stages of the experiment (average values)

Our study showed that art therapy can be successfully used for the emotional sphere as well as self-esteem level correction in pre-school children with mental development delay.

7. Conclusion

Our study shows that art therapy can be successfully used in relation to emotional sphere and self-esteem level correction in preschool children with mental development delay.

Therefore, programs on correction including art therapy elements in lessons for senior preschoolers have a unique potential for corrective-developmental education. Such method gives the child opportunities for self-revelation and self-realization, and also creates necessary conditions for the specialist for diagnosing and correcting the child’s emotional state.

Therefore, the problem under study has been solved. The experiment conducted shows that senior preschoolers with mental development delay have significant difficulties in realizing and expressing their emotions as well as insufficient skills at controlling their own emotional states. Using art therapy elements and methods in the correctional work will contribute to the successful overcoming of deficiencies in the emotional sphere development in senior preschoolers with mental development delay.
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